ARRIVAL AND DEPARTURE

We wish you a lot of fun while (planning) your tour. Please do not hesitate to contact us in case of any questions: Saaleradweg e. V. · Oberlaufweg 3 · 07743 Jena
Phone: +49 3641 3479990 · info@saaleradweg.de
www.saaleradweg.de

On the bright bank of the Saale...

Romantic castles, nature and wine: The 403 kilometre Saale Cycle Path is one of the prettiest and most varied river cycling paths in Germany. Discover the romantic and idyllic Saale Valley from the source of the river Saale to the Saale Estuary, where it joins the river Elbe by the town of Barby.

World renowned places of culture that are rich in history such as the Leuchtenburg Castle near Halle or the Naumburg Cathedral line the banks of the river. Picturesque valleys with dreamy little villages alternate with lush vineyards and historic cultural heritage sites. In the upper sections of the cycle path you will discover dams and reservoirs which can be explored further by boat.

The Saale Cycle Path can be experienced over nine stages. As part of the nation­e­D Route 1 1 the Saale Cycle Path is well signposted and consists of mainly asphalted, waterproofed roads that are usually car free. From Saalfeld to the river estuary the route is very family friendly. Only in the upper sections of the Saale are there some steep slopes, which can be a bit more demanding. The entire route is easy to reach by train. In many places there are rental and charging stations for e­bikes and pedelecs (pedal electric cycles).

Discover the Saale Cycle Path

For more information about the single stages, for the itinerary planning or about the hosts along the Saale cycle path, please refer to our homepage www.saaleradweg.de

The Saale Cycle Path can be experienced over nine stages. As part of the nation­e­D Route 11 the Saale Cycle Path is well signposted and consists of mainly asphalted, waterproofed roads that are usually car free. From Saalfeld to the river estuary the route is very family friendly. Only in the upper sections of the Saale are there some steep slopes, which can be a bit more demanding.

The entire route is easy to reach by train. In many places there are rental and charging stations for e­bikes and pedelecs (pedal electric cycles).
STAGE 1 (56 km)
From Saalfeld to Jena

This stage is all about the Hessewasser Dam and Reservoir, one of the largest reservoirs in Europe. From Ziegenrück the path goes through a green valley, followed by a nice descent down to Linkenmühle. Shortly before reaching the Halle the Saale meanders through charming meadows. Completion of this stage will be the 1000-year-old Handel town Halle.

Road conditions
Child-friendly, on bike paths, quiet country roads and well-developed agricultural paths, some partly cobbled.

STAGE 2 (29 km)
From Hof to Blankenstein

The beginning of the stage is in Zell im Fichtelgebirge. The source of the Saale lies on the northern slope of the Waldstein Mountain. Passing Nürnberg the cycle path leads towards Schwarzenbach a.d. Saale. Saale passing Oberhöfla you will come across the 17th century mill Fattigsmühle, followed by the small town of Joditz. Shortly before reaching the Halle the Saale meanders through charming meadows. Completion of this stage will be the 1000-year-old Handel town Halle.

Road conditions
Child-friendly, on bike paths, quiet country roads and well-developed agricultural paths, some partly cobbled.

STAGE 3 (44 km)
From Blankenstein to Ziegenrück

For more information use www.saaleradweg.de

STAGE 4 (42 km)
From Ziegenrück to Saalfeld

From Naumburg to Halle

In the region Naumburg the Saale Cycle Path follows the course of the river, passing by the former Bishop’s Schloßburg Castle. Another highlight of this stage is in Wernsheim, the Baroque Neu-Augustenburg in Bad Dürrenberg there’s the longest Salt Passage (Nassenweg) which is evidence of the long tradition of salt in this spa town. Shortly before reaching Saalfeld the Saale meanders through charming meadows. Completion of this stage will be the 1000-year-old Handel town Halle.

Road conditions
Family-friendly section, well-built cycle route to Naumburg, otherwise mostly on little used country and agricultural roads, which are usually paved.

STAGE 5 (55 km)
From Saalfeld to Jena

The route takes you good physical condition, mostly relatively small country roads, and partly developed forest roads.

STAGE 6 (49 km)
From Jena to Naumburg

The routes are on quiet country roads and well-maintained bike paths, and quiet country roads. The ascent to Rudelsburg Castle is on a steep partially eroded stone path.

Road conditions
Family-friendly section, well-built cycle route to Naumburg, otherwise mostly on little used country and agricultural roads, which are usually paved.

STAGE 7 (61 km)
From Naumburg to Hof

The beginning of the stage is in Zell im Fichtelgebirge. The source of the Saale lies on the northern slope of the Waldstein Mountain. Passing Nürnberg the cycle path leads towards Schwarzenbach a.d. Saale. Saale passing Oberhöfla you will come across the 17th century mill Fattigsmühle, followed by the small town of Joditz. Shortly before reaching the Halle the Saale meanders through charming meadows. Completion of this stage will be the 1000-year-old Handel town Halle.

Road conditions
Child-friendly, on bike paths, quiet country roads and well-developed agricultural paths, some partly cobbled.

STAGE 8 (58 km)
From Hof to Bärenberg

The routes are on quiet country roads and well-maintained bike paths, and quiet country roads. The ascent to Rudelsburg Castle is on a steep partially eroded stone path.

Road conditions
Family-friendly section, well-built cycle route to Naumburg, otherwise mostly on little used country and agricultural roads, which are usually paved.

STAGE 9 (61 km)
From Bärenberg to the Saale Estuary

From Bärenberg the 9th stage leads to the Saale estuary at Barby, passing Nürnberg. This town is situated in the nature park “Unteres Saaletal”. Before the cycle path crosses the next erosion river there is a derelict to the medieval castle in Klart Rosenau, which also happens to be the last of the many castles along the Saale. The old town of Barby is valigny situated on the borders of the UNESCO Middle Elbe Biosphere Reserve.

Road conditions
Flat, family-friendly section, well-built cycle route to Naumburg, otherwise mostly on little used country and agricultural roads, which are usually paved.

STAGE 1 (35 km)
From the source of the river Saale to Hof

The routes are on quiet country roads and well-maintained bike paths, and quiet country roads. The ascent to Rudelsburg Castle is on a steep partially eroded stone path.

Road conditions
Family-friendly section, well-built cycle route to Naumburg, otherwise mostly on little used country and agricultural roads, which are usually paved.

STAGE 2 (29 km)
From Hof to Blankenstein

From the source of the river Saale at Hof

For more information use www.saaleradweg.de

STAGE 3 (44 km)
From Blankenstein to Ziegenrück

The routes are on quiet country roads and well-maintained bike paths, and quiet country roads. The ascent to Rudelsburg Castle is on a steep partially eroded stone path.

Road conditions
Family-friendly section, well-built cycle route to Naumburg, otherwise mostly on little used country and agricultural roads, which are usually paved.

STAGE 4 (42 km)
From Ziegenrück to Saalfeld

The routes are on quiet country roads and well-maintained bike paths, and quiet country roads. The ascent to Rudelsburg Castle is on a steep partially eroded stone path.

Road conditions
Family-friendly section, well-built cycle route to Naumburg, otherwise mostly on little used country and agricultural roads, which are usually paved.

STAGE 5 (55 km)
From Saalfeld to Jena

The routes are on quiet country roads and well-maintained bike paths, and quiet country roads. The ascent to Rudelsburg Castle is on a steep partially eroded stone path.

Road conditions
Family-friendly section, well-built cycle route to Naumburg, otherwise mostly on little used country and agricultural roads, which are usually paved.

STAGE 6 (49 km)
From Jena to Naumburg

The routes are on quiet country roads and well-maintained bike paths, and quiet country roads. The ascent to Rudelsburg Castle is on a steep partially eroded stone path.

Road conditions
Family-friendly section, well-built cycle route to Naumburg, otherwise mostly on little used country and agricultural roads, which are usually paved.

STAGE 7 (61 km)
From Naumburg to Hof

The routes are on quiet country roads and well-maintained bike paths, and quiet country roads. The ascent to Rudelsburg Castle is on a steep partially eroded stone path.

Road conditions
Family-friendly section, well-built cycle route to Naumburg, otherwise mostly on little used country and agricultural roads, which are usually paved.

STAGE 8 (58 km)
From Hof to Bärenberg

The routes are on quiet country roads and well-maintained bike paths, and quiet country roads. The ascent to Rudelsburg Castle is on a steep partially eroded stone path.

Road conditions
Family-friendly section, well-built cycle route to Naumburg, otherwise mostly on little used country and agricultural roads, which are usually paved.